
THE HOLIDAYS:
How to Celebrate and Make the Season Joyful 

as a 2SLGBTQIA+ Youth 
Navigating challenges and barriers around this season.

Become Aware of 
Your Feelings

Try using a Visual Guide to Human Emotion.
(Type it into the search bar on any internet browser.)

Assess Your 
Social Battery

Our personality and energy level can a�ect our needs for socializing and 
how it makes us feel. Some of us feel charged up by social gatherings, some 

of us find these draining. Take time to check-in with where you’re at and 
plan accordingly. This may look like taking short breaks, arriving a bit later to 

parties, or leaving a bit earlier. Give yourself permission to honor your 
needs, just like you would a friend.

Seek Support 

Before turning to any particular coping tool one of the most essential skills 
to develop is self-awareness. This is the process of take time, even just 1 or 2 

minutes to fully reflect on where you’re at. Turn this into a daily practice. 
Remember you could be feeling multiple emotions at once.

Create Comfort

Try your best to make plans with people who make you feel loved and 
supported. It’s a busy time of year, where people have a lot of competing 

priorities, so try and be understanding if plans change. Make time to 
connect whether it’s in person, over facetime, or a quick call. 

Make Your 
Own Traditions

Most people get together to share a meal, but maybe cooking together isn’t 
an option or too overwhelming. Sometimes our expectations can get the best 

of us, and we forget about how much joy can come from keeping things 
simple. Instead of a big pot-luck, consider getting some friends together for 
a skate at a local ice rink, plan a movie night, or work on some art together. 

Sometimes friends and family won’t be available. It’s normal to feel lonely, 
so try to have some solo activities and comforts available. This could include 

working on a hobby like baking cookies, enjoying a hot chocolate, or 
playing video games.
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